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Robotic Highway Safety Markers

BxncuirvE suMMARY

The safety of highway construcrion and maintenance workers is an important issue and_ proper traffic

control is critical to work zone safety. Devices such as sþs, barricades, uaffic cones, and plastic safety

barrels are used to control traffic. \Øork zone housekeeping, tasks such as covering and uncovering sþs and

moving traffic conuol deviceE is one of the most important elements in reducing accidents. While

houseËeeping is important, it comes 
^t 

a very high cost. Worker time is required to set uP hundreds of safety

devices-ofier, 
"t 

th. beginning and end of each workday. However, safety markers located far from the

work crew or left in place aro-und the clock leads to driver compl^cency. In addition, deployment and

retrieval activities are extremely dangerous because of the proximiry of passing vehicles. New technologies

may be useful in reducing accidents'

This proiect has developed a mobile Robotic Safery Barrel (and a similar Robotic Safety Sign). Safety

barrels guide'uaffìc and serve as a visible barrier berween traffic'and work crews. These barrels consist of a

brightfcolored plastic drum (approximateþ 130cm high and 50cm in diameter) that is attached to a heavy

¡aJe. Ttte robotic safety barrel ièpl"ces the heavy base with a mobile robot that transports the safety barrel'

The robots work in teams to provide traffic cont¡ol.

Independent, autonomous barrel motion has

several advantages. Firsg the barrels can self-deploy

and self-retrieve, eliminating the dangerous task of
manually placing barrels. Second, their positions can

be quickly and remotely re-configured as the work
zone changes thus reducing the work zone size.

Finally, barrels can continuously follow work crews

during slow moving maintenance operations such as

asphalt overlay.

The proposed approach cleady has a higher

equipment cost than uaditional systems; however,

there are possible cost reductions in labor and

increased worker safety. In addition, the cost of
uaffic congestion in the United States is

conservatively estimated to be approximately $100

billion annually and the proposed approach could
Iead to less congestion by reducing the time required

to deploy markers and reducing the size of the work
zone. The approach is not fìtted for every work zone

but there are many situations where it would be

useful and practical (e.g. urban l¿ne closures, incident
management).

Figtre 1:Robøtic Sdfe! Bancl

A system that consists ofa lead vehicle (or robot)
and several low-cost barrel robots was developed. A disuibuted planning and control approach was created

that reduces the per-robot cost by centralizing the intelligence and sensing while keeping communication



bandwidth low by distributing local control. Test results are presented including a statistical analysis of the

local controller and field tests of the full system.

This phase one IDEA project has proven the concept of robotic highway safety markers. Eight robotic
safety barrels and one robotic sign were constructed. These robots are designed to be low-cost and reliable.

A localization sensor system and control system were designed and tested to allow the robot to self-deploy
and self-retrieve as well as continuously follow slow moving maintenance operations such as asphalt oveday
or lane suiping.

All objectives oudined in the original proposal were met and additional achievements were made. Test
results were more extensive then originally proposed with over one hundred laboratory tests of the local
contol system, eight field tests of deployment,
and at least four field tests of continuous
motion.

Two basic forms of motion were achieved.
The first is where the robots are randomly
placed on a road side. The user then designates
desired positions for tl¡e barrels (e.9. taper to
close right lane). Then, the robots create a plan
and execute a motion to the desired fìnal
positions. The second motion was where the
user designates a desired formation for the
robots. The robots then autonomously maintain
that formation behind a slow moving vehicle.
Here, the robots match the speed of the vehicle
up to 5 mph. This second motion exceeds the
proposed objectives of the original phase one
proposal and could be useful in slow moving
maintenance operations such as asphalt oveday
and lane striping.

Great technical progtess was made and
significant hardware was created during this
phase one project. This proiect has
demonstrated the feasibility of the concept. The
follow on proposal v¡ill lead to more complete

Robot Continuously Follow Motion of Slow
Moving Vehicle

field testing and push toward commercial implementation of the concept.

The test results of this project are summarized visually in movies at:

http: / /robots.unl.edu/oroiects/current/barrel robots /index.html



IDEA PRODUCT

The goal of this project is to develop commercial robotjc highway safety markers.

Independent, autonomous barrel motion has several advantages. First, the barrels can self-deploy and

self-retrieve, eliminating the dangerous ask of manually placing barrels. Second, their positions can be

quickly and remotely ré-configurèd as the work zone changes thus reducing the work zone size. Finally,

baneli can continuously follow work crews during slow moving maintenance oPerations such as asphalt

oveday.

The proposed approach cleady has a higher equipment cost than traditional systems; however, there are

possible ðosi redu.tions in labor and increased worker safety. In addition, the cost of trafftc congestion in

the United States is conservatively estimated to be approximately $100 billion annually and the proposed

approach could lead to less congestion by reducing the time required to deploy markers and reducing the size

ofthe work zone. The approach is not fitted for every work zone but there úe many situations where it
would be useful and practical (e.g. urban lane closures, incident management).

The future system u¡ill consist of a lead vehicle (or robot) and several low-cost barrel robots' The exact

system configuration will depend on the task. For example, the barrel robots may be used to follow slow

moving mainlenance operations such as urban lane closure. In this task, several barrels (9 or 13) could

autonJmously follow the work vehicle. The work vehicle could serve as the lead robot. The barrel robots

would allow for a smaller work zone leading to reduced traffic congestions.

A patent application has been fìled and an independent company (Research Triangle Institute (R'TI), see

Section 9) has been hired to study the marketability of this product'



TECHNICAL INVESTIGÀTION

4.1 SUMMARY OF SYSTEM DESIGN

Eþht barrel robots have been created with t'wo requirements for both the hardware and software: 1) high
reliability anå Q low per-robot cost. The robots must be reliable because a mdfunctioning robot could
become ahazard, Cost per robot is critical because multiple (often >100) markers are used and barrels are

often destroyed. Specific constraints include stability in 96 km/h (60 mph) winds,low weight (<12 kg so they
can be moved by workers), ability to climb slopes (< 7% grade). travel at 8 km/hr, and traverse small (<8cm)
obstructions.

There are several physical requirements that ¿ robotic safety barrel must meet. The robot needs to be at

least as stable as a traditional safery barrel. The robot and barrel need to remain stationary in 100 mph winds
and weigh less than 25 lbs. (so they can be easily moved by workers). The prototypes must have the same

fooçrint as traditional barrels so current transport methods can be used. The device needs to cause minimal
damage to vehicles if an impact occurs. It is important that the robots do not become a safety hazard, The
robot needs to climb slopes up to 7Vo gade and travel at smph (the speed of some maintenance operations

such as striping). The robot needs to traverse obstructions, bumps, and depressions. The robot needs to
operate in inclement weather. The robot also needs to maneuver within the work zone. Additionally, there

are two systemslevel design requirements that need to be addressed if the robot barrels are to be successful:

1) hrgh reliability and 2) low cost.

The system must be very reliable in hardware and soft'¡¡are. A robot that malfunctions could enter into
traffic and cte^te a significant hazard. The system should be designed so critical components have multiple
redundancy. The multi-robot aspect of the approach will be utilized to increase reliability-all robots could
monitor their neighbors. Also, an encoded Radio Frequency ßÐ carrier wave will be broadcast in the local
area so all robots could be stopped in an emergency. There is extensive work in fault tolerant engineering.
Robots are now being used in critical operations such as surgery and many systems with human interaction.
All reliability issues were not addressed with the prototype robots but are being fully considered in desþ of
the next generation.

Cost per robot is also critical in a decentrahzed approach to robot safety markers. Multiple safety

markers are used in work zones so costly markers are not practical. Also, barrels are often destroyed when
struck by passing vehicles. Safety markers with a high replacement cost are not practical. However, robots
struck by cars have performed their function by indicating to the driver that the vehicle is not in the correct
position.

Mechanically, the robot has two 20 cm diameter wheels that are independently driven and a passive

caster, Figure 2. This allows the robot to turn on any radius-including turning in place. Each wheel has an

encoder so the robot can determine its position over short distances. The robot itself stands less than 30 cm
tall and raises the barrel height by 7 cm.



Fþrc2: Mcchanìcal Dcign of a Robotie Safeg Banel

Electrically, the robot is powered by a 12-volt lead acid battery-allowing it to operate continuously for

approximately 20 hours. The banel robot has three 8-bit Processors: one is used for robot conrol ß52000
n^¡Uit Semiéonductorr$, one to manage communication with the outside wodd @IC), and one to be a

watchdog for the RF heartbeat @IC). Each robot has an RF transceiver for low bandwidt-h communication.

To increase reliability an encoded RF "heartbeat" is broadcast locally. A loss of this heanbeat causes

motor power to be cut through redundant fail-safe elecuical relays. Also, each robot's position is monitored

by the robot itself as well as by the lead robot. Discrepancies in these redundant sensors (and processors) will

cause either a local (roboQ or global þeartbeat) shutdown. All communication benveen the lead and barrels

uses a 16-bit CRC checksum to Prevent erroneous commands,

4.2 CONTROL OF THE ROBOTIC SAFETY BARRELS

A control system is described here that is specifìcally designed to reduce the per-robot cost. This is

accomplished by centralizing high level computation and the complex/expensive senso¡s required to globally

locate the robois while still maintaining some local control. 'With this arrangement, individual barrels do not

need high computational abiliry or expensive localization and hazatd avoidance sensing. However, since

some loiv computation control is done locally, only a low (0.2 Hz) communication rate between the robots

and the central controller is required (i.e. expensive transceivers are eliminated)'

Global control is performed with one central vehicle (or mobile robot) base station that has a user

interface and localizes Jach barrel, plans its path, communicates waypoints, and monitors performance. Local

control is distributed to each individual barrel robot. This approach is analogous to a general/troops

approach to system behavior.

4,2.1 GLOBALCONTROL

Motion planning for mobile robots has been extensively studied. Several approaches have been

developed such as behavior conuol (Brooks, 1986), artifìcial potential fields (I(hatib, 1986), probabüistic

*"p. þot.ttstein ¿nd Koren, 1991), genetic planning (e.g. Farritor et al., 1998), and others' The global

planning approach used in this work is similar to an apProach fìrst developed for cooperative industrial

manipulators (lvfohri et al., 1993) but incorporates aspects of behavior control. The b¿rrel robot planning

problem is somewhat special in that the area to be traversed, a roadway, is relatively (compared to

L.tst-.to."d environments, e.g. planetary exploration) well known, flat, and obstacle free. The primary

obstacles for the barrel robots are other robots. The roadway may have identifiable areas that cannot be

traversed, such as potholes or a sharp drop off at the pavements edge, but these areas can be designated by

the operator and easily avoided by the planner.



Consider the robot planning problem shown in Fþre 3. Here two robots are required to move from
random locations on the roadside shoulder to positions in a taper, or wedge, used to close a lane' Such lane

closures are common, and this task is demonstrated in section 5.

X (meters)

Fiyre 3: Global Plannìng

A parabolic polynomial is used to create the desired robot path. The initjal position, initial orientation, and

final position serve as boundary conditions. This approach ensures the non-holonomic consraints are

considered. The fìnal orienution of the path is not constrained so a new destination can be given while
maintaining smooth motion (the path always begins with locally forward motion). More on when to re-plan

the path can be found in Oforphy, eta1.,7997).

To generate this path, a local right-handed coordinate system, M, is attached to robot, i, with the x-axis

directed fon¡'ard and the z-axis parallel to gravity. ,\ transformation matrix is used to transform the desired

final position of the robot in the global frame N to the local robot frame M:

N P=flTNP where flT =

sin!, 0

cosY, 0

01

where the absolute position of robot i is given by x, and ¡ and its orientation is !. The absolute position

is given by a laser rangefinder, Figure 4, mounted on the lead (central) robot. The sensor provides distance

measurements @) as it sweeps from 0 to 180 degees in 0,5 degree increments. Figure 4 shows five tobots in

a lane closure taper, or wedge, as in the field tests (section 5). The absolute orientation, ry, is given by a

compass sensor on each robot.

-5-10

I cosl
l-tioYlo
Lo



Figtrc 4: Global Localirytion of Baml Robott

With this daa, the parabolic path can then be written in the local robot frame as:

on the path

Assuming the paths are not coincident, each robot can collide with any other robot a maximum of ¡vo times.

The desired position of the robot is then rewritten as a distance along the parabola given by 51 and Sz,

shown in Fþre 4 where subscripts 7 and 2 denote two robots for the simplest case). The planning problem
for the iù robot can then be expressed in terms of the path variable, S¡, where Si changes from Si,o to Si,r. The
robot's motion along the path is planned in these new variables, Figure 5.

Sr,o Sr (meters) St,t

Fþnc 5: Global Path Planning

Here, the collisions between the robots are shown as elliptical shapes. The collision regions are enlarged to
âccount for a safety margin bet'ween robots that assumes the error of the local controller is bounded (section

5). The second darkened region represents areas where both robots do not have line-of-sight contact with
the localization sensor. The robot's positions cannot be determined if they are not "visible" to the global
sensor. Such regions are considered impassable unless the "invisible" robot is stationary (e.g. t: in Figure 4).

y(x) = A,xz + B,x + C, wi th : 
t*f.=,=':l;f,*

Collision
Region



The "visibility obstacle" is stepped because of the finite angular resolution of the rangefinder. It is possible
for no solution to eúst. If this occurs, a robot is commanded to turn in place to create a passable region.

A path can now be plotted to the goal while avoiding impassable regions using several methods (e,g,

tangent graphÐ. Acceleration and velocity consraints limit the curvature of the path. For the barrel robots,
the-time oiomplete the motion is bounded by the iolution that moves one robót to the goal while the other
robot waits (vertical while S¡=Q) and then the second robot moves Qrorizontal while S2=$r¿. Here, a

behavior based approach is employed where priority is given to the robot that must ravel the greatest
distance. Since all robots are similar, this ensures that the time required to complete the total motion is
minimized (Shen,2003). An expression of Si can now be found as a function of time wr'th waypoints spaced

along this curve, This approach is expanded to 5 robots and used in the field tests in section 5. Discussion
of the stability issues with respcct to the global contoller can be found in (Shen, 2003).

4.2.2 LOCÂLCONTROL

Each barrel robot receives a waypoint from the global controller. A local planning and control scheme is

used to obtain each waypoint. The use of local control allows low bandwidth communication, and hence, an
inexpensive transceiver, since only the waypoints need to be uansmitted to the barrel robot.

For the iù waypoint uansformed into the moving robot frame, 
* 

&n,, =f' **,,,'!,,r1 a local path,

u y = p = func(Mr ), is used ro move the robor to the waypoint, Figure 6.

Local

{M}

Fþrc 6: Local Path to a lf/aJpoint

To ensure smooth motion, the non-holonomic constraints require the following boundary conditions on
this path:

(1) F¡(0)=0

dF.
Ø J¿,5 tt=o = 0

{N}

10



1z¡ F,(M x*.¡)=, /*,¡
This constrains the initial position, waypoint position, and requires that initial direction of travel is locally

foruard, but does not constrain the final orientation. A simple parabola is again chosen over more complex

paths (e.g. geodesics Belta and Kumar, 2002) because of its sufficiency (w.r.t. boundry conditions) and it is
practical to implement on an 8-bit Processor (Shen, 2003).

where C, =æ

It is then convenient to define a variable, Jl , as a distance along this parabolic path, Fþre 3' The motion

along this patlr can be found as a function of time, s¡(f) where the robot moves a total distance of þ¡to the

waypoint in some th" li¡ Ag"in, to make a smooth motion, the initial and final positions and velocities are

consüained:

(1) t/0)=6
(2) t¡(tt)= t¡¡

ds, ,

Q) fr\,. =V,

@ *1,*,, =vÍ
A cubic polynomial is used to satisfr these consuaints and ensure the robot's acceleration is continuous,

given by:

s, (f) = a3t3 + art2 + art

where: ot =V¡

o, =*L¡,, -?r,-J--rr,Ti,, r 'r rt,, ' Tt,, r

o, = 31r,, -*V, -r,)
t.f,j tÍ,J

Now, the function s¡(t) can be transformed into the moving cartesian frame {M}. An analytical expression

for this transformation is possible but it is too computationally expensive for tl¡e on board 8-bit processor,

therefore, a numerical approximation is used (Shen, 2003). Consider the segment of the parabola, s¡, shown

in Fþre 7.

'y = F, =C,(u *')

11



Fiyre 7: Approxination of position as afinction of tiae

Suppose the point i-1 has been obtained at time point ti-r, and its coordinates (x¡-,, MJ¡ù and direction M/ir
are all known. \ühat we want to solve is the coordinates and orientation of the next waypoint /,,. The length

of tlre straight Iine segmenr-P,P^ can be approximated by the arc lengrh þr(t)+¡(tr)) andusing the initial

direction of travel Mrfri-, as the angle of this line segment the ¡?¿ cartesian can be calculated.

M y¡ = M x¡.1 * [s¡(t)+¡ (tu )J 
* cos (tþ u )

Then, using the path function (4),

M1¡= C¡*Mxl
Mrþ¡= araan(2*C¡*Mx)

The error with the iteration tends to accumulate with the extension of the path, but the precision is
acceptable u¡ith the current application. For a typical motion-obtaining a waypoint Mxn¡=ft, I in 5 seconds
with a 20 Hz. control cycle-the accumulated error is less than 0.7% (Shen, 2003).

Finally, the cartesian positions Mx¡=fx¡ril are transformed into "joint" space given by the wheel positions

440r",, 0^,J. T" find this relationship, consider the top view in Fþre 8. Here the robot has moved an

amount &=[õ*, ô1J and rotated ó'F be¡¡'een times ti-r and ti. During this time the wheels rotated an amor¡nt

õ9=[6eb õN.

72



ffi

Fþre 8: Dffircntial Robot Motion

S¡. and Sn are the path lengths uaveled by the left and right wheels. No slip and planar motion is assumed

so the path lengths are related to the change in wheel rotatjon by S*(60*-xy' where ris the wheel radius and

ô@ is given by the motor encoders for wheel ,€. D is the distance ben¡¡een the wheels and R¿ and Rn are the

tuming radü for each wheel.

Assuming ¡uxt lúÀ is in the first quadrant (sþs change in other quadrants) and small motions, t}e
differential motions in joint space can be calculated based on the differential motion in cartesian space. Using
geometry, the relationships are given by:

õeL =
2D .6v.

afctan(j-)rù
õo 

^ 
- Z¡a' . f *2.arctan(+)"rrù

This relationship is only valid for small motions. For large motions, the rvheel angles are non-observable

based on the cartesian position of the robot. The inverse of these relationships are also used to estimate the

robot's position using dead reckoning.

Finally, a PID control scheme is used to guide the robot to the waypoint, Fþre 9. The desired wheel

angles, calculated from the plan using the above techniques, are the input to the controller and an error is

created based on wheel encoder measurements. This error is then acted upon by a raditiond PID controller

to create rorque commands (f Ft, c,l) for the robot's motors. The joint space results for a typical motion-
obtaining a waypoint Mxn¡=ft, I in 5 seconds with a 20 Hz. control cycle-are shown as a solid line with the

dashed line indicating the desired positions. Conuol of this type has well known limitations (þores dynamic

effects, non-holonomic constraints), but tests have shown acceptâble results (statistical analysis in section 5.1)

for barrel placement.

?
r

+ ùy'

L3



0n(radians)

r
P

/.1/
I

¡!'

t (seconds)

Fþrrc 9: Conîrol Dìagram and Joint Space Ruiltt

The local control scheme has been shown, under stated assumptions, to be globally asymptotically stable
for all proportional control gains (Shen, 2003),

t4



RESULTS

Test results were more extensive then originally proposed. The tests conducted can be divided into three

categories: 1) laboratory evaluation of local robot control, 2) field tests of self-deployment for urban lane

closure, end 3) field tests of cootinuous fotlowing of slow moving maintenance operations. Each set of tests

is discussed in this section.

All of the results of these tests can be viewed in a movie format at:

http: / /robots.unl.edu/proiects /current/barrel robots /index'htrnl

5.1 LOCAL CONTROL TESTS

Both the local and global planning and control schemes were tested. To evaluate the local control scheme

the robot was commanded to move to a location 1 meter forward and 1 meter to the left,

", 
=l}rf= 

[i], 
. This is a rypical local motion for the robot and this experiment was repeated 100 times

to determine the accuracy of the controller, Figure 10. Calculations were also performed on random subsets

of this data to ensure statistical significance . The final position of the robot tr,,r =[:'" 
.l 

was recorded' -'¡ú lY''¡ )
using a vision-based external measurement device with aî acc'rracy of <0.3 mm (?olaris, Northern Digital

Inc). The error E = [--4 

-l 

is defined as the difference between the desired position and the final position.

LL' )
A Bivariate Normal (BN) distriburion was fit to the data to establish expected values and standard deviations

for the errors in x and y. This expresses the two dimensional probability distribution of the final position of
the robot. Lines of equal probability density are shown as ellipses with the highest probability inside the

center ellipse, Fþre 10.

Y(cm)

/,1"
'-T n
@¿t.

t05

100

95

90

90 95 100 105 x (cm)

Fþrc l0: One Hlndred Expciment to Eaahatc l-ocal Controllcr

Since the maior axis of each ellipse is much greater than the minor axis, it can be said that the x andT
errors are correlated with a correlation coefficient for the bivariate normal distribution equal to 0.88.

Furthermore, the angle of the major axis (54') corresponds to the desired final orientation of the robot given

95 100 105

15



by the planning parabola (630). This error is a result of the sensors used by the control sysrem to estimate
the robots position. The wheel encoders are very accurate at measuring the forward motion of the robot but
much less accurate at detecting small changes in the robot's heading, hence the correlation.

The data can also be plotted as the distribution of the magnitude of error | | E | | given by ,[ E', * Ej ,

Fþre 1 1. This plot shows two distributions: 1) the error based on the position estimate from on-board
sensors (i.e. where the robot "thinks" it stopped), and 2) the error from external measurements (i.e. where the
robot actually stopped). Both were fit with 

^ 
gamma distribution. The error based on on-board sensors had

an expected value of 4.2 cm (variance =1.48 cm2) and the error based on external measurement had an
expected value of 10.2 cm (variance=9.6 cmz)

Enor (cm)
Figare l1: Di¡tribution of thc Magnitile of Etmr

This data shows the robot "thought" it was very close to the target (4.2 cm) but the acn¡al effor was larger
(10'2 cm). The robot needs to move =742 cm therefore this represents 7.3o/o of the total distance. A perfect
controller could command the robot to zeto error when measured vith on board sensors, however, thé hrger
portion of the error could only be eliminated by improving the loc¿lization scheme. This larger error is
periodically eliminated using the global sensor.

5,2 SELF.DEPLOYMENTTESTS

Both the global and local control schemes were tested in a realistic fìeld environment. Five robots were
randomly placed on the shoulder of the road and commanded to move into a taper, or wedge, to close the
right lane of a ¡q¡o lane road, Fþre 12. This is a very common task in many maintenance operations where
the barrel robots could be useful Snynowicz,2002).

Error Based On
On-Board Sensors

Error Based On
External Measurement

16



W Ër tlF-41ìlrlrE:ÈlË+'l¡rsl¡1¡:;

Figre 12: L,anc Clo¡trc p'ith Fiae Batrel Robot¡

Fþre 13 shows tÏe desired (dashed line) and actual path (solid line) for each robot during deployment.

The symbols on each actuâl path represent where individual robots reached a waypoint and their position was

updated. Lines connecting symbols only approximate robot motion bet'oireen points. The maximum
deviation from the desired path was 23 cm and the maximum fìnal error for all robots was 11 cm. This
accuracy is well within the requirements for barrel placement and exceeds the accuracy of current human
deplopnent.

f'reffic Flcnv-+ Open Lane
tt)

{J
u
tr

Q*' Closed I¿ne

5
x (rnetets)

ired

"ä

l)es

l.
Path

Roadway
Âctt¡al Path

-10 Iæad

Robot
Figre l1: De¡ired and Actsal Pøtlx DningField Tcst

5.3 CONTINIOUS FOLLOWING TESTS

The ability of a formation of robots to follow slow moving maintenance operations was tested in a realistic
field environment. In the first tests, five robots were placed in a lane closure taper and asked to move
forward at a set velocity, see Figure 14. The robots were able to move forward with a maximum error of only
25 cm.

77



Fiyrc l4: Follow Tes Inagct

Figure 14 shows four images from the motion of the b¿rrel robots in a follow test. The top left (whitQ
inset in each of the four images shows the location of the barrel robots as found by the global sensor system.
The location of the barrel robots are tracked in real time (10 herø) to ensure reliability. The bottom right
inset in each of the four images shows the motion of the barrel robots as they move away from the camera
(note they get smaller in the image). The full movie of this test can be found at
hrm: / /robots.unl.edu/oroiects /current/barrel r<¡b<lts /index.hrml

The actual path of the robots is shown in Figure 15.

400

F
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Fiyre 15: RobotPath¡

An additional test can be seen in Figure 16. This test shows three robots that were required to move

forward in the taper formarion and to MÃTCH the velocity of the lead vehicle (cart pushed by the student in

this image). For example, as the le¿d vehicle stops, the robots stop. If the lead vehicle moves' the robots

move. The robots are moving from the top of the image to the bottom'

This work has been completed since progress report #5 was filed. The full movie of this test can be

foundathttp://robots.unl.edu/proiects/current/barrel robots/index.html

Figarc l6: Second Follot' Te$ Inaget
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6 SUMMARY OF PROJECT OBJECTTVES

A'll of the original project obiectives were met. The original project was divided into three sections. This
section summarizes the original project objectives and gives a brief description of how they were
accomplished. Details are given in the remainder of the report. Additional accomplishments, beyond the
original obiectives, are oudined in the following section.

Period 1

Summaty of Task S umm ary of Accomplishm ent
Task 1. Create a functional

Diagtam to Design a Reliable
Robot

Functional diagams were created as reported in the first
progress report. These diagrams were used to determine which
subsystems needed to be redundant and to provide a cost break

down for the ¡obot design.

Task 2. Create a detailed physical
simulation

A detailed physical simulation was creared and used to desþ
the control system. Results are presented in section 4.

Task 3. Desþ alocahzanon
sensor system

A localization system was designed that requires only one global
sensor. Details are given in section 4.

Task 4. Created detailed robot
design

Detailed robot designs were creared and eight robots were built.

Period 2

Summary of Task Summ aty of AccomplÍ shmen t
Task 1. Robot fabrication Seven functioning barrel robots were built and one robot sþ.

Task 2. Control system desþ The control system has been created and tested for accurary
and reliability. Results are presented in section 4.

Task 3. Creation of localization
sensor system

The localization sensor system has been created and tested for
accwacy and reliability. Results are presented in section 4.

Task 4. Report Progress reports have been regulady submined and work from
this project has been presented in journals and conferences.

Period 3

Summaq, of Task S umm aty of Accomplí shmen t
Task 1. Initial Robot Tests Initial tests showed a reliable local control sysrem. Over 100

tests were performed and are quantified in (Shen, 2003)

Task 2. Filed Tests At least eight fìeld tests were petformed in realistic highway
environments, Results are presented in section 5,

Task 3. Joumal Publication Shen, X., Dumpert, J., Farritor, S., "Robotic Highway Safety
Markers," pending publication in the ASME/IEEE

Transactions on Mechatronics.
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7 ACCOMPLISHMENTS BEYOND ORIGINAL PROPOSAL OBJECTIVES

Several milestones were teached that were beyond the original proposal obiectives. These include:

1) Continuous movement capabilities so robotic safety markers can follow slow moving maintenance

operations such as asphalt oveday or lane striping.

2) Achievement of robot position and orienøtion localization from one sensor.

3) Demonsuation of deployment and retrieval activities on at least eight field tests.

4) Demonstration of continuous following in at least 4 field tests.

E SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS

Tournal Papets:

Shen,X.,Dumpert,J.,Farritor,S.,''RoboticHighwaySafetyMarkers,''@
Mechatronics. pendins oublication.

Conference Papers

Farritor, S., Rentchler, M., "Robotic Highway Safety Markers," Proceedings of ASME Intenatioul
Mecltatrical Ergineering Coøgtess, New Odeans, Louisiana, Nov. 77 -22, 2002,

Blurbs:

"Can They Polka Too?" Ignition, Issue 2, Winter 2003, Transportation Research Board of the National
Academies.

Presentations:

1) Highway IDEA Committee Meeting, Irvine, CA, November 74,2003.

2) AÁ,SHTO RAC Region III Conference in Lincoln, NE, September 8,2003.

3) A,{SHTO Sub-committee on Construction, Asheville, NC, August 2,2003.

4) State of Nebraska Highway Commission,January 77,2003.

5) "Robotic Highway Safety Markers", Department of Mechanic¿l Engineering Seminar Series,

University of California - Davis, '\pril 10, 2003.

6) Midwest Smart rù(/ork Zone Development Initiative annual meeting, October 16, 2001 .
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PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Scrrcral con¡acts have been made with users of the barrel robots including the Nebraska Deparunent of
Roads, the Texas Transportation Institute, CALTRÁ,NS, Federal Highway ,tdministration, Trafcon, the
Intelligent Transportation Systems Heardand Chapter, and the Midwest Smart Work zone Development
Initiative. All the above groups expressed interest in the concept pending the work to be completed in phase

II of this project.

Â paænt application has been field and is pending with the U.S. Patent Office. The consulting firm
Research Triangle Institute (RTI) was hired by the University of Nebraska to study the marketability of this
proiect. A,n excerpt from their report in included:

BrÍefMatket Sunnary
Estinated narket siry: Larye: > I 100 nillion

Tl¡e addnssable market h larye buauc of tbe extcttt of the mad infra$nctan fu the U.S.
lVitb Epruxinateþ 4 nillion niles of nbu and nral rcads, nne îan assrfle 0,5% of tlte miles ørc

iwolued in construction pmjuts at anJ lne tine. If the rced þr bamls is one Per 25 feø, the total
wnber of bamli deployd wolld be oaer 4 nilliot. Traftc conet uere not considend.

Inaenlors cite a machine (daeloped þ UC-Daais) tbat dEloy a:nd retrieaes cones, Also, cones

øn commonþ ltandhd nanmlþ þn a det¡ite attacbed to a tnck, Botlt an safer tltan ualking tbc

hþltary work site, bú tlte þmer nE raae løbor. Tlte need for a rcboticalþ contmlled daicc for
cones is somepltat weak, in oør opinion, Aatonomou devices, ltoweaer, ,?tal saac suficieü labor to
ponhuthih, The daþ cballenges aæ daøntirg. Tbe cltanæs for cawing accidents as a rcsilt of
nalfunction mast be deigned où to unntialþ qem.

Tbe inuention nE be pateüabla No otbcr ¡inilar U.S. pøtent aas fomd, tltc closest being

U.S. 5,722,788-Trú, delineator pitb uheeh.

Phase II will include the development of a user interface and ground station, transportation methods, and
extensive testing, A phase II proposal will be submitted that will include tasks to be completed for
implementation of the proposed project. Ân SBIR proposal is also being prepared.
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10 coNcLUsIoNs

Great progress was made during this 18 month project. The completion of this project, as reported in
this document, demonstrates the feesibilit¡ of using robotic highway safety markers. All objectives outlined
in the original proposal were met and additional achievements were made, Test results were more extensive
then originally proposed with over one hundred laboratory tests of the local control system, eight field test of
deployment, and at least four field tests of continuous motion.

All obiectives outlined in the original proposal were met and additional achievements were made.

Technical progress included first the design and constn¡ction of seven barrel robots as well as the design of a

control system for individual barrel robots and one for groups of robots. The test results were more
extensive then originally proposed v'ith over one hundred laboratory tests of the local control system, eight
field tests of deployment, and at least four freld tests of continuous motion.

Two basic forms of motion were achieved. The first is where the robots are randomly placed on a road
side. The user then designates desired positions for the barrels (e.g. taper to close right lane). Then, the
robots create a plan and execute a motion to the desired final positions. The second motion was where the
user designates a desired formation for the robots. The robots then autonomously maintain that formation
behind a slow moving vehicle. Here, the robots match the speed of the vehicle up to 5 mph. This second
motion exceeds the proposed objectives of the original phase one proposal and could be useful in slow
moving maintenance operations such as asphalt oveday and lane striping.

Great technical progress was made and signifìcant hardware was created during this phase one projecl
This project has demonstrated the feasibility of the concept. The follow on proposal will lead to true field
testing and commercial implementation of the concept.

The test results of this project are summarized visually in movies at:

httn. / /tnhntc ttnl ..fit /nr^ieerc /errrrent /Iro¡¡"1 rôh^r( /iñ¡êy hrñl

The work done in this proiect is innovative and can have a large impact in work zone activities. This
proiect represents a small step toward highly automated work zones. It dovetails with other work being
performed in smart work zones 

"n¿ 
¡¡¡slligent tansportation systems. The follow on proposal for phase II

funds will lead to implementation of the concept.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For many cable-stayed bridges in the U.S. and worldwide, large amplitude
vibration of cables due to wind-rain induced vibrations has been reported recently, This
issue has raised great concerns since excessive cable vibrations will be detrimental to the
long-term health of bridges. To address this problem, countermeasures such as changing
the cable aerodynamic properties, adding crossing ties/spacers or providing mechanical
dampers have been initiated to increase the cable damping.

The goal of this study is to develop the concept of an adjustable Tuned Mass
Damper - MagnetoRheological (TMD-MR) damper system that can be adjusted to cope
with different external loading conditions. The TMD-MR damper system has two
combined advantages. On one hand, as a TMD, the TMD-MR damper system can be
attached to any place along the cable. On the other hand, by using MR fluids, the
damping and/or stiffrress of the TMD-MR damper system is adjustable. As a result, a
high damping efficiency will be achieved regardless of the frequency and/or mode
sensitivity of the haditional TMD dampers and the position restriction of the traditional
MR dampers in cable applications.

Experiments on MR dampers, cable-MR damper system, cable-TMD damper
system, and cable-TMD-MR damper system were carried out in the laboratory. MR
damper design and dynamic characteristics analysis of the cable-TMD-MR damper
system were performed. Major tasks are summarized below.

vibration control, MR fluids and MR dampers were reviewed.

was tested with different loading conditions.

vibration reduction effectiveness of MR dampers to the cable.

since appropriate MR dampers that meet the requirement of the TMD-MR damper
system were not commercially available.

system was conducted.

to confirm its vibration reduction effectiveness to the cable.

In the conclusion, the research team strongly suggests that the proposed TMD-
MR damper system be further studied for field applications on actual cables. This damper
system is believed to address the low damping problem of cables practically and cost-
effectively. Dynamic characteristics of the cable before and after the installation of
dampers should be monitored and compared to verifu the damping effectiveness in the
field study.



IDEA PRODUCT

This NcHRP-IDEA study has developed the concept of an adjustable Tuned

Mass Damper - MagnetoRheological (TMD-MR) damper system and demonstrated the

effectiveness of thiJdamper toleduce the cable vibration, regardless of the loading

conditions. This adjustaUtä TUO-MR damper has combined advantages of both TMD

dampers and MR dámpers. On one hand, a TMD damper can be put any place along the

cablè, which ou.r.ornË, the deficiency of conventional mechanical dampers; on the other

hand, a MR dampercan provide continuously adjustable damping and also it can change

the stiffrress in a small range, which can help the whole system be effective under

different vibration frequenciãs. As a result, high damping effrciency can be achieved

regardless of both the iiequency/mode sensitivity of the TMD dampers and the position

restriction of the MR damPers.

CONGEPT AND INNOVATION

Background

As one of the most common but damaging vibration phenomena, wind-rain

induced cable vibration has been reported worldwide (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al.

!992, Tabatabai and Mehrabi 1999, Main and Jones 2001). Large-amplitude vibrations

on the order of 1 to 2m of stay cables have been observed under certain combinations of

light rain and moderate wind speeds of about 10 to 15 m/s. Wind-rain induced cable

vibrations can cause fatigue ptóbl.tnr and damage cable itself and connections at the

bridge deck and towers. ftrir 
-ttur 

raised great concerns in the.bridge community and has

been-a cause of deep anxiety for the observing public. According to previous researches,

a water rivulet on the .rpp"i windward surface and the formation of the axial flow in the

near wake of the cabies are believed to be the main causes of wind-rain induced

vibrations (Matsumoto et al., 1995).

To address the severe vibration problem, researchers and engineers have been

modestly successful by trial-and-enor methods to increase the cable damping, such as by

treating cable surface io improve its aerodynamic properties (Flamand 1995, Phelan et al.

2002), adding crossing tiesTspacers (Langsoe and Larsen 1987) or providing mechanical

dampers (Tabatabai and Mehrabi 2000).

Mechanical dampers have been proven a useful method to reduce cable vibration'

However, the reductionèffect is not optimal since the traditional mechanical dampers are

constrained close to the lower end of cables. TMDs can overcome this restriction and it

was experimentally investigated and recommended for cable vibration reduction

(Tabatabai and Mêhrabi 1999). However, this recommendation was based on the



observed damping effect of TMD dampers on the free vibration of a cable in the first
mode. It has been found that the wind-rain cable vibrations are often related to higher
mode vibrations. Therefore, A TMD designed for the first mode vibration is most likely
not effective for higher mode vibrations since the TMD effectiveness is frequency
sensitive.

Objectives

The objective of this study is to develop the concept of an adjustable TMD-MR
damper system that can be adjusted to deal with different cable vibrations, regardless of
the vibration frequency/mode. The adjustable TMD-MR damper system will be designed
using controllable MR fluids.

INVESTIGATION

I nvestigation Approach

As an important step of this study, a literature review was carried out in the area
of MR dampers, wind-rain induced cable vibration, cable dynamic characteristics and
other related topics.

To fully understand the dynamic characteristics of cable system with attached
TMD-MR dampers and for comparison consideration, it is very important to investigate
the individual MR damper, pure cable dynamic property, cable dynamic properly with a
TMD, and cable dynamic property with a MR damper first. Since no commercial MR
dampers can match the experimental requirements, the investigation group designed and
manufactured ¡¡¿o types of MR dampers. One of them was discarded because of its
maintenance problem. Several prototypes of the second design were manufactured with
different sizes and one prototype was chosen for the TMD-MR damper system. Finally,
under the guidance of some preliminary theoretical results, dynamic characteristics of the
cable system with the TMD-MR damper hung on the cable were investigated
experimentally.

lnvestigation of lndividual MR Dampers

MR cont¡ollable fluids are among those new materials introduced into civil
engineering applications in recent years. MR fluids typically consist of micron-sized,



magnetically polanzable particles dispersed in a carrier medium such as water, mineral or

silicone oil. An essential characteristic of MR controllable fluids is their ability to

reversibly change from a free-flowing, linear viscous fluid to a semi-solid with
controllable yield strength in milliseconds when exposed to a magnetic field. MR fluids
appear to be attractive for civil engineering applications in controllable fluid dampers

because their large ouþut forces, stable performance to temperature variations and

impurities, low power supply requirement, and quick response (Carlson 1994, Carlson

and Weiss 1994, Carlson et al. 1995).

Though the researches and applications of MR dampers have attracted much

attention in civil engineering community, the main previous effort focuses on structures

control under seismic excitation. To the investigators' knowledge, there are just a few
publications and online resources about the use of MR dampers to reduce the cable

vibrations (Johnson 1999a and 1999b, Lou et al. 2000, Christenson 2002). The Dongting
Lake Bridge that was finished two years ago in China is the first application of MR
dampers for cable vibration control. There is an ongoing similar application for Sutong

Bridge over the Yangtze River in China (Lord Corporation,2004). The Sutong Bridge
will be the longest cable stayed bridge in the world with a span length of 1088 m.

Two kinds of MR dampers made by Lord Corporation were tested to obtain their
performance curves before they were used to reduce cable vibration. Some relative
parameters provided by the company are listed in Table 1. Experiments on the RD-1097-
01 MR damper are presented in detail because its output damping force is more suitable
for the present cable application than RD-1005-3.

Table 1: Basic Data for MR damper from Lord Corporation

RD-1005-3 RD-1097-01

Maximum Extension (mm) 53 58

Body Diameter (mm) 4l 32

Weight (N) 8 5

Electrical Characteristics :

Input Current (continuous)

Input Cunent (intermittent)

1 amps maximum

2 amps maximum

0.5 amps maximum

1.0 amps maximum

Damper Force:

2 in/sec at I amp

8 in/sec at 0 amp

>2224N

<667 N

>98 N

<9N



Universal Test Machine (UTM) 5P was used to investigate the two dampers as

shown in Photograph 1. This machine has a maximum output force of 5klrl. Dampers
were tested vertically in the machine frame using a displacement control method with an
amplitude of 10mm or 5mm. The force and displacement time series data were read by
the computer controlled data acquisition system every 0.01 or 0.02 seconds. Generally,
experiments stopped automatically after 20 cycles. The velocity of the MR damper was
obtained from the displacement with a forward-difference approximation. An ampere
meter and a Wonder Box device controller were connected in series with the MR damper
to measure and adjust the current in the MR damper. Different experimental parameters
were considered including different working temperatures, loading wave types, loading
frequencies and currents provided to the MR dampers.



(a) Damper and Wonder Box Device Controller

(b) RD-1005-3 in Loading Frame

Photograph 1: Damper and Loading Set-up

MR Damper Pertormance with Different Currents

Effects of electric currents inside the MR damper on the damper performance are

discussed in this part. Eight current levels were considered as 04,0.054,0.14,0.154,
0.24, 0.34, 0.44 and 0.54. Presented here are some typical performance curves under a

sine-loading wave with a constant loading frequency of lHz, an amplitude of 10mm, and

an experiment temperature of 20oC.



From Fig. 1(a), we can observe that the maximum ouþut damping force is about
10N with a current of 04, which is called passive mode of the MR damper, and about
80N when the current increases to 0.504. Therefore, the ratio between the peak ouþut
damping force at the maximum current to the one at passive mode, or called the dynamic
range of the MR damper, is 8. Fig. 1(b) shows that the curve of displacement versus
ouþut damping force is almost a rectangle. From the point of view of energy dissipation,
the larger displacement-force curve loop can dissipate more energy since the area of the
loop represents the energy dissipated in each cycle. Therefore, with a larger current, the
MR damper can dissipate more energy for each cycle. According to Fig. 1(c), the curve
of the velocity versus the output damping force can be roughly expressed with some
piecewise linear functions. From Fig. 1(d), the relationship curve between the
displacement and velocity is almost an ellipse, as we expected. The relationship between
the maximum ouþut damping force and the current input is plotted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: Performance Curve of MR Damper with Different Current
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MR Damper Performance with Different Frequencies

Effects of the loading frequencies on the damper performance are discussed in
this part. Five loading frequencies are chosen as 0.5, I,2, 2.5 and 5Hz. The currents
inside the MR damper chosen to discuss are indicated in the following figures. All the
other parameters are the same as in the previous section. In the following figures, "D"
means displacement, "F" means output damping force, and "V" means velocity.

From Fig. 3, it can be observed that with the increase of the current, the effect of
loading frequency on the ouþut damping force-displacement relationship decreases.
However, as shown in Fig. 4, the damping force-velocity relationship is more sensitive to
the loading frequency.
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MR Damper Performance with Ditrerent Loading Waves

Effects of loading types (simulated using different loading waves) on the damper
performance are discussed in this part. Three loading waves are chosen as sine, triangle
and pulse waves as shown in Fig. 5(a). All the other experimental parameters are the
same as in the previous section, unless specified differently. In the following figures, the
current is 0.44 and the loading frequency is lHz.

From Fig. 5(b), we can observe that the corresponding ouþut damping force of
the triangle-loading wave is less than that of the sine-loading wave. For the pulse-loading
wave, the ouþut damping force is also in the form of a pulse wave. From Fig. 5(c), we
can observe that, in the case of the pulseJoading wave, the displacement-force curve is a
curved quadrangle that is much smaller than the rectangle curves of the other two loading
cases. Since the peak velocity of the pulse-loading wave is much larger than (and is thus
out of range of) the other two cases, the corresponding curve of the pulse-loading wave is
not plotted in Fig. 5(d) and 5(e). From these two figures, it can be observed that the
velocity-force curve of the sine-loading wave is flatter than that of the triangle-loading
wave. The ellipse displacement-velocity curve loop for the sine-loading wave is larger
than that of the triangle-loading wave.
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MR Damper Pertormance with Different Temperatures

Effects of working temperatures on the damper performance are discussed in this
part. The experimental temperatures were set to 0oC, 10oC, 20oC, 30oC, 40oC and 50oC.
The currents and frequencies were varied the same way as in the previous tests. Only the
sine-loading wave was investigated.

From Fig. 6, \rye can observe that temperature does have some effect on the
performance curve of the MR damper. With the increase of the temperature, the ouþut
damping force decreases nonlinearly. The damping force-displacement curves of
temperatures at 0oC, 10oC and 20oC are clustered into one group and the other three
cases, 30oC, 40oC and 50oC are clustered into another group. Similar observations can be
made from the velocity-force curves as shown in Fig. 7, but not as obvious as in Fig. 6.
More experimental results are given in Appendix A.
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Gable Vibration Gontrol with MR Dampers

Scating Theory for Model Cable

Generally speaking, scaling factors should be decided accurately according to the

scaling principlãs io maintain the similarities for the majority parameters between the

prototfre cable and the test model though it is not entirely possible to achieve the

ri-it*iìi.r for all the parameters. Several different scaling criteria have been proposed

for model experimentõ itr thr literature. Since there is a wide range of actual cable

parameters, und thrt is no particular prototype in this investigation' we just need to

veriff that the corresponding prototype stay cable is not too abnormal from the

"averaged" value. As stated in Tabatabai and Mehrabi's (1999) report, the average length

and ouiside diameter of cables in their database are I28 and 0.182 meters. The minimum,

maximum, and average inclination angles are !9,82, and 38 degrees, respectively. The

minimum and average first mode frequencies are approximately 0.26H2 and 1'15H2,

respectively. The scaling criterion used here is pretty much the same as Tabatabai and

Mehrabi's (1999), which means that the scaling factor for velocity between the prototype

and the model is 1 and for the length dimension is n, namely 8 in our study. Based on

these two scaling factors, scaling factors for other associated parameters can be

calculated by physical relationships. Table 2 provides information about the model cable

parameters usód in the experiments. Parameters about the corresponding prototype cable

can be calculated according to Tables 2 and3.

Table 2: Typical Model Parameters

Frame Distance (l) 7.0 m Frame Height (h) 1.40 m

Cable Length (L) 7.16m Cable Angle (o) 11.27"

Cable Area (A) 98.7 mm2 Axial Stress (o) 162.7 Mpa

Cable Number (N) Axial Force (T)* 16064.5 N

*: These parameters may change according to different experiments.
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Table 3: Dynamic scaling Relationships (Tabatabai and Mehrabi' 1999)

Parameter
Scaling factor (model/

orototvoe)

Dimension lln
Area lkt'

Volume l/n'
Young's Modulus I
Material Strensth 1

Densitv I
Poisson's Ratio I
Damoins Ratio I
Sorine Constant lln

Mass l/n'
Sisnal Freouencv n

Dvnamic Time lln
Disolacement Iln

Velocitv I
Acceleration n

Stress

Strain
Force lln'

Energy l/n'

Iesú Seúøp and Equipments

Fig. 8 shows the setup of the cable model system. The one shand steel stay cable

is composed of sevenwires with a cross section of 98.7mm'. Both ends of the cable are

anchored to the frames with different heights so that the two ends can be considered as

fixed. Since the lower end goes though a hydraulic jack before it is anchored, an

adjustable tension force can be put on the cable. Nine tension forces are chosen to

measure the vibration control effect of the added MR damper under different tension

forces. The geometric relation of some specific points is shown in the figure. As indicated

in the figure, point D is the middle point, B and F are the 1/4'n points, and C and E are the

other two 1/3'd points of the stretched cable. Those points are installation positions for
external vibration loadings, the damping device and the measuring sensors.

Photographs 2 through 7 show the equipments used in the experiments. V408

vibrator and PAl00E CE amplifier purchased from Ling Dynamic Systems Ltd were used

to generate and amplifu the forced vibration. Hydraulic jack was used to provide axial

tension force. PCB model 352C22 accelerometers and model 480821 signal conditioner
purchased from PCB Piezotronics Inc., and Photon data acquisition from Dactron

Incorporated were used to measure, amplifu and acquire the acceleration signals,

respectively. Photograph 8 shows the damper connected to the cable'
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7.0m

Fig. 8: Experimental Cable Setup

Photograph 2: Hydraulic Jack
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Photoeraph 3: Vibrator

Photograph 4: Amplifier for Vibrator
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Photograph 5:

Accelerometer

Photograph 6:

Signal Conditioner

Photograph 7:

Data Acquisition
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:{

Photograph I MR Damper Connected with Cable and Ground

Experimenf Resulús

Frequency Characteristics of Stay Cable

Before installing the damper, a mass weighted 93.4N was hung at the middle

point 'D' to give the cable a free vibration by cutting the chord connecting the mass. The

acceleration time histories at points 'B' and 'D' were measured by two accelerometers

and collected by a Photon@ data acquisition system. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)

of those time history data was carried out to get the frequency spectra. From the

frequency spectra, the basic natural frequency of the cable without damper was obtained

as 8.93H2 with a cable axial tension force of 16.06KN. Since the scaling factor used is

eight, the frequency of the prototype should correspondingly be t.l2Hz, which is within
the reasonable range ofthe actual cable frequency (Tabatabai et al. 1998). Theoretically,

the cable natural frequency can be calculated by the following equations (Irvine 1981):

(1)tan(a I 2) = Q I 2 - (4.0 I l)(a I Ð3

24



a=2EfLlw
.2 ,mgLcos(a),r, lTL"

' T IEA

L":(l+
,mgLcos(a),2\r)

in which, ,ð is the Young's modulus, Z is the tension force, Z is the cable length, a is
the inclined angle, d is the deformed cable length (Assumed as a parabolic deflected

shape),.1 is the cross section area, m is the mass per unit length, andlz is proportional

to the ratio of the axial stiffrress to the geometric stiffness. It is a non-dimensional

parameter to describe the cable dynamic behavior.
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Fig. 9: The Cable Natural Érequencies

From Eqs. (1)-(4), the frequency f can be calculated as 10.08H2, which is

I2.9% higher than the experimental result. If the tension force is changed, the natural
frequency of the cable will also be changed. The theoretical and experimental frequencies
versus tension forces are plotted in Fig. 9.

Free Vibration

After testing the pure cable, the MR damper was then connected to point 'B' to
reduce the cable vibration. The acceleration time history of point 'D' is plotted in Fig. 10,

in which all the data are normalized for the convenience of comparison. It can be

observed from Fig. l0(a) that even if there is no current provided, the damper provides
very large damping so that it reduces the cable vibration efficiently. Fig. 10(b) shows
when the current reaches 0.14, the acceleration response is reduced more quickly than
the 0A case. Fig. 10(c) shows the acceleration time history data with currents of 0.14 and
0.24 from 0s to 1.5s in detail. It can be observed that the damper with 0.24 current
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reduces the vibration slightly more efficient than that of 0.14 case at the beginning when
vibration is large and is almost the same after 0.5 second when the vibration is small.
This is because, on one hand, when the measured signals are small, the relative error due
to the noise gets bigger. On the other hand, since the MR damper can be considered as a
Bingham element, it needs bigger force (or i'ibration) to overcome the Coulomb friction
to pull and push the damper when the current becomes larger. If the driving force
provided by the cable vibration is not enough, the MR damper will work as a fixed
support (or locked) and the damping effect under different currents beyond_ some critical
current will not differ much.
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Forced Vibration

For the forced vibration, instead of using the hanging mass, a shaker (vibrator)

working as an excitation source was put on 0.18m away from the low end of the cable' It
is2-3o/o of the whole cable length.

Fig. 11 shows the acceleration response with a I}Hz sine wave excitation. From

this figure, it is observed that the stable cable vibration with a damper of 0.14 current is

much less than that without damper. The ratio of the peak value between the case of 0.lA
currert and no damper is about 14.

Fig. 12 shows the peak acceleration response of different cases. In Fig. I2(a), the

acceleration is normalized with the peak acceleration of no damper case for each

excitation frequency. This figure shows that the effect of reduction is much better at the

9Hz excitation, which corresponds to the resonant frequency of the cable system. When

the frequency is away from this resonant frequency, the reduction effect decreases. Fig.

12(b) shows more clearly the high reduction efficiency around the resonant frequency for
each current, and the resonance frequency increases slightly with the increase of current.

This means that the stiffness of the damper increases with the damper current so that the

natural frequency of the cable-damper system becomes larger. This phenomenon is

similar to the case when a conventional viscous damper was added to the cable end (Main

and Jones 2002a,2002b). More experimental results are given in Appendix B.
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Gable Vibration Gontrol with TMD-MR Dampers

Concept and Principle of TMD-MR Damper

TMD dampers have been used extensively in structure vibration control. The

concept of vibration control by TMD dampers can be stated as follows. The interaction
between any two elastic bodies can be represented with a two-mass system shown in Fig.
13. Under the excitation of a sinusoidal force Fsin(at) acting on mass 1, the vibration
amplitudes of this two-mass system are derived as

Xt=
Fmr(a1z,, - a')

, Xz=
Fmra2^,

(5)
(k, + k, - mrø'¡7k, - mra'¡- kl (k, + k, - mrat' ¡çk, - mra'¡ - kl

where ,'^,=krf m, and tl,=krl*r. It can be seen from Eq. (5) that when atz^,=o)2,

the vibration amplitude of mass I vanishes with x, = 0 and the amplitude of mass 2 will
be X, = Flk, .

Many pairs of components on the

bridge can be visualized as this two-mass Fsin(ot)
system, such as cable-deck/tower pair. If
the frequencies of the cable and the
deck/tower are close to excitation
frequency e), the energy of bridge
vibration corresponding to that particular
frequency ø will be passed to the cable.
This energy could be a large amount
compared to the masses of cables.
Therefore, the natural frequency of
cables should be designed away from the
significant frequencies of the bridge to
avoid resonant vibrations.

The basic concept of cable vibration control by using TMD-MR damper is similar
to the TMD control as shown in Fig. 14 where the cable and the TMD mass represent m1

and m2, respectively, as discussed above. The MR damper will provide an adjustable
damping and stiffness. When MR dampers are not used in Fig. 14, then it is called TMD
system, otherwise it is called TMD-MR system. The developed TMD-MR damper system

will then be installed on the cable as shown in Fig. 15.

Since the cable vibration is a very complicated phenomenon and there is not only
one natural frequency for the vibration mechanism, the supplemental damping of MR
damper to the TMD-MR damper system can provide several advantages for the vibration
control strategy. The first is the TMD function and is called TMD component hereafter.

When the cable natural frequency changes, the MR damper can help adjust the natural

Fig. 13: A Two-mass System
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frequency of the TMD-MR damper system to trace the resonant excitation frequency so

that the TMD-MR damper can be effective for a range of cable vibrations. The second is
the MR damper function and is called MR component hereafter. When there are more
than one dominating cable natural frequencies or it is hard to tune the TMD frequency to
a specific value, MR component can still hope to work effectively since it can provide
considerable ouþut damping force and its damping efficiency is relatively frequency
insensitive as observed earlier. More importantly, the MR damper can still work as a
passive damper when the control strategy fails.

MR fluids that
can change
to semi-solid

Accelerometer

Fis 14: Sketch nf TMD-MR T)amner
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Fie. l5: Sketch of Cable Vibration Control
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Adjustable TMD-MR Damper Design

None of the companies we contacted has available MR dampers with small force
and size to match the model cable used in the present investigation. Therefore, we need to
design and manufacture those dampers by ourselves. Two pressure driven flow modes
with different sizes were designed and one of them was chosen for the TMD-MR dampier
system, and one type of direct shear mode was designed and discarded because of the
¡¡¿in¡enance problem, such as oil leaking. Generally, MR damper design consists of two
steps: geometry design and magnetic circuit design. The main design process, which
follows Lord Corporation Engineering Note (1999), is summarizedin the Appendix C for
reference.

Based on the information of Appendix C, more design cases are compared
virtually and the following two optimal designs are chosen for comparison as listed in
Table 4. All the length units in Table 4 are millimeter. The definitions of rr to Í4 àre
marked in Fig. 16.

Table 4: Design Parameter for Pressure Driven Flow Damper

Fig. 16 shows the sketch of the assembled shaft and sleeve. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18
show the details of the sleeve and the shaft of the first design case in Table 4.

Designed Data

rr 12 13 14 t otr L d
T,

(pa)

rl

çPa's,
Type I l0 8 7.6 J 2 0.4 l0 45000 4

Type2 l0 I 't.5 4 2 0.5 1.5 10 45000 8

Calculated Data

4 aol
F' ,? (N) ,L

Type I 86.2 6.8 12.7

Type 2 42.7 3.7 I 1.5
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Cab I e-TM D-MR Sysfe m : T heo retica I An alysr¡

Problem Statement

To study the cable-TMD-MR system theoretically, the effect of gravity is
neglected and a horizontal cable configuration is chosen for simplicify. The problem
under consideration is depicted in Fig. 19. A TMD-MR damper system is hung on the
cable at an intermediate point, dividing the cable into two segments. Without losing
generality, we assume l, > l, . For the considered problem, we have the following
assumptions.

1) The tension force in the cable is large compared to its self-weight, so the vertical sag is
small and can be neglected.

2) The bending stiffrress and internal damping of the cable is small.

3) The deflection is small so that the secondary tension force caused by cable deflection
is neglected.

4) The TMD-MR damper is modeled as an equivalent system with a spring parallel with
a dashpot.

Fig. 19: Cable-TMD-MR System Model
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With these conditions, the following partial differential equation is satisfied over

each segment of cable:

,ôzvo(x_^o,t) - *ô2vo_(Io,t) (6)- ô*Í ôt'
where I is the axial tension force in the cable; rn is the mass per unit length; xo is the

coordinate along the cable of the /r th segment and v is the transverse deflection. A
nondimensional time r = ú)"t is introduced to simpliff the expression, and

ø" = (n / L).lTl* is the fundamental natural frequency of the cable. Solution for this

equation is discussed in Appendix D.

Numerical Examples

According to Appendix D, when all the other parameters are specified for a

particular cable, the nondimensional complex eigenvalue s in Eq. (D-12) of Appendix D
can be solved by the Newton iteration method. Then the system damping ( that is defined

in Eq. (D-13) can be obtained. This information can be used to guide the TMD-MR
design as shown below.

Incidences of wind-rain induced vibrations have been widely reported to be

detrimental to cables of cable-stayed bridges recently (Hikami 1986, Matsumoto et al.

1992).In the following discussions, the emphasis is placed on the wind-rain vibration
issues. Irwin (1997) proposed the following criterion to control the wind-rain induced
cable vibration,

g"=(.o (7)
PD"

where ,S" is the Scruton number; P is mass density of air; D is outside diameter of
cable; and a is the limiting value for Scruton number. The relationship in Eq. (7) can be

rewritten as

ç 2aPD' =a (8)
mp

where the mass parameter ¡: is define d as p = ml PD2 . Therefore, to meet the above

stated criterion, the damping ratio of the cable needs to meet the requirement of Eq. (8).

Based on available test results, Irwin (1997) proposed a minimum ø of 10.

The modal damping of a stay-cable is composed by the intrinsic damping and the
additional damping provided by damping devices. The former is typically low and cannot
be reliably estimated. In this calculation, the intrinsic damping of the cable is

conservatively ignored. The following example is used for demonstrating a preliminary
design process.
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This example was used by Tabatabai and Mehrabi (2000). Assume that a cable

with the propertiei listed in Table 5 is in need of a TMD-MR damper to suppress wind-

rain induced vibrations. To design a TMD-MR damper with its frequency tuned to the

first mode, the following process can be followed.

Table 5:Properties of example cable

1) Determine the demanding modal damping ratio

Since the mass parameier p can be calculated 4s ¡t=mf fO'=I747 , the

demanding modal damping is determined from Eq. (8) as,

Ç' > þ I P =l0ll7 47 = 0'0057 = 0'57o/o

2) Determine the TMD-MRparameters

Since the TMD-MR damper is tuned to the first mode, it is placed at the mid-span

to achieve the best control effect. Then, following the common practice, the mass ratio of
the TMD-MR damper is chosen as2o/o, from which the mass of the damper is determined

as

M = 2yo* L* m = 0.02* 93 * I 14.09 = 2I2.2kg (10)

The frequency ratio between the cable frequency and damper frequency is then

chosen approximately as p =L0 since it is a fundamental mode tuning, from which the

stiffness of the TMD-MR damper can be determined as

*=r(îF*)2 =212,+,t #t,m)2 =6403.3N/m (rr)

By solving the cable equations in Appendix D, the relationship between the

damper damping ratio f and system modal damping ratio Ç, i.e., the design aid curve, can

be developed as shown in Fig. 20(a) for the first mode tuning. Shown in the figure are

also the curves for a few modes with odd numbers since the damper placed at the mid-
span has no effect on the vibration of modes with even numbers (these mode shapes have

zero values at mid-span point). This figure is then referred to determine the equivalent

damping ratio for the MR damper. If an actual first system modal damping (t =1%o is

chosen so that a safety factor of 1,%10.57%o=7.75 can be achieved, the equivalent

(e)

m ßg'n') L(m) T (N) P (kg/m') D (m) 0cl (sec
-')

I14.09 93 5.017* l0' t.29 0.225 7.08
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damping ratio ( is thus obtained from Fig. 20(a) as 2.6%by interpolation method. Once

the required equivalent damping ratio ( of the MR damper is known, a preliminary

design for the MR damper (such as its MR liquid and current) can be performed (Li et al

2000), which is out of the scope of this work.

Forthe same cable, if the damper is located atthe ll4th point of the cable length to

target the second mode vibration control, the stiffness of the damper is determined as,

K - +M (iffr = 4* ^2*,#,m )2 = 256t3.2N t m (r2)

Then, similarly, Fig. 20(b) is referred to determine the equivalent damping for the

MR damper. It is notãd thá the damper located at the 1/4ú point of the cable length has

no effect on the vibration of the fourth mode (this mode shape has zero value at the ll4"'
point of the cable length). An actual modal damping Çz=lo/o is also chosen so that

equivalent damping ratio ( is obtained from Fig. 20(b) as 2.54%.

In addition to the wind-rain induced cable vibration, other types of cable

vibrations such as due to vortex excitation, galloping, etc. are also concerned. However,
if a target cable damping ratio is defined for these specific types of vibrations, the design
process proposed here is also applicable. For a refined optimal design, much more
calculation is necessary to construct design curves that relate the damping ratio of the
TMD-MR to the system modal damping of the cable-damper system under different
parameters. Simultaneous multimode cable vibration control and adaptive control also

deserve further studies, which will be pursued by the writers once the basic behavior of
the cable-TMD-MR system is fully understood.
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Cabte-TMD-M R SYsfem; ExPeriments

General Discussion

After the TMD-MR damper was deìigned, it was installed on the cable with a

tension force of 16.06 kN. The parameters of the cable-TMD-MR damper system are

listed in Table 6. Since adding MR da.p"r would affect the natural frequency of the

TMD-MR damper system, the frequency of TMD damper \tr'as designed -as about 7Hz,

which is less-than the cable natural frequency 8.93H2, obtained from previous

experiments for a tension force of 16.06 kN. One accelerometer was put on the cable and

the other one was put on the outside circle of the TMD-MR damper so that the

acceleration of both ihe cable and the TMD-MR damper can be measured as shown in
photograph 9. Since just the relative value of the cable acceleration with or without the

TMD-MR damper *á, .onæ*ed, the unit of the measured acceleration is chosen as the

unit of electronic signal volts. However, it is easy to chårnge the electronic unit to the

kinematics unit sincé 9.84mV equals to 1.0g according to the sensor specifications. Two

baffles were installed on the cable to prevent the out of plane vibration of the TMD-MR

damper.

Photograph 9: TMD-MR Damper on the Cable

The following figures are results with a tension force of 16.061N. Fig.2I shows

the acceleration time history of the cable. It is observed that when there is no damper

attached on the cable, the vibration is the largest. When the TMD or TMD-MR damper is

attached on the cable, the cable vibration is reduced to different extents. From Fig. 22 and
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Table 7, we can find that the TMD-MR damper can reduce the cable vibration down to
about 20Yo from the power spectral density (PSD) perspective. It is verified again that
there is some saturation effect, as the reduction effects are pretty close for the 0.15A and
0.24 cases. We can observe from Fig. 23 that with the increase of current inside the MR
damper, the vibration decreases for both the cable and the TMD-MR damper. This means
that the existence of the MR damper also helps reduce the TMD vibration. The reduction
effect of pure TMD is between that of the TMD-MR damper with 0A current and 0.054
current. From Fig. 23(b), we can also observe that the TMD damper vibrates the largest
in.the case of cable with TMD only, which means that the cable vibration has been
hansferred to the TMD vibration.

Table 6: Parameters of Cable-TMD-MR Damper Experiments

Table 7: Cable Vibration Reduction by TMD and TMD-MR Damper
(Ratios of Conholled over uncontrolled vibration)

TMD-MR Damper Mass Uooer Sorins Stiffness Lower Sprins Stiffrress
0.3175 Ke 304.5 N/m 481.25 N/m

Cable-TMD-MR
System

TMD-MRLocation Freouencv Ratio Mass Ratio
Middle of the cable or

point "D" in Fie. 8
r.27 0.06

Parameters
Variation Ranse

Tension lkN) Current in MR damper Conhol Exoeriments
12.85-32.r3 0-0.20A No damper, TMD only

Case TMD onlv OA 0.05A 0.10A 0.15A 0.20A
Effect 27.7o/o 28.2% 21.3% 20.8% 20.2% 19.7%
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Vibration Energy Transfer

From the perspective of energy, the goal of structure control is using control
device to absorb and dissipate the structure vibration energy. In the following figure that
is based on TMD only (without MR damper), we are going to discuss more about the
vibration transfer with free vibration results.
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From Fig. 24, it can be observed that there are two PSD peaks for each cable
tension force. One peak is related to the natural frequency of the TMD damper and the
other is related to the natural frequency of the cable. With the increase of the tension
force, the natural frequencies of both the cable and the TMD damper increase. This
means that the measured cable frequency and TMD damper frequency are not pure cable
frequency and pure TMD damper frequency any more. The frequency of cable has
included the influence of TMD damper and vice verse. As shown in Fig. 24(a), the
vibration energy mostly centralizes around the natural frequency of the cable (around
11.0H2) and the energy conesponding to the TMD damper natural frequency is pretty
small (around 7.0H2). However, in Fig. 24(b), the vibration energy around the natural
frequency of the TMD damper (around 7.0H2) dominates and the energy corresponding
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to the cable natural frequency (around 11.0H2) is significantly less, which means that the

energy has transfened from the cable to the TMD damper.

Frequency Shift

Adding dampers to the cable will always affcct the cable natural frequency. Main

and Jones (2002) made a profound discussion about the cable frequency shift due to the

supplemental viscous dampers. According to the experimental results, adding TMD-MR
or TMD will also affect the nabral frequency of the cable. From Table 8, we can see that

by adding the TMD damper, the frequency of the cable-TMD system is less than that of
the pure cabl,e, though the frequency shift is small.

Table 8: Frequency Shift of Cable-TMD System

Factors Affecting Vibration ReductÍon Effect

As stated earlier, adding TMD-MR damper not only improves the cable damping,

but also changes the natural frequency of the cable system. The mass of the TMD-MR
damper is about 6% of the entire cable weight. Fig. 25 plots the maximum acceleration of
different cable experimental setups. Table 9 defines the case number that is shown as the

X-axis in Fig. 25 andthe corresponding experimental setup.

Table 9: Experiment Setup in Figure 25

We can make the following observations according to the different range of
excitation frequencies in Fig. 25. It is noted that after the installation of the MR damper,

the TMD-MR natural frequency is different from that of TMD only (7Hz). When the

excitation frequency equals to 5Hz and 6Hz, which is away from the natural frequency of
both the cable (about 9Hz) and the TMD-MR damper (about 8Hz), the best vib¡ation
reduction happens in the case of the passive TMD-MR damper (with 0A current, Case 3)

for both the cable and the TMD-MR vibration. With the current inside the MR damper

increases, the cable vibration increases from 0A case to 0.054 case and keeps almost the

Tension lkN) 19.3 22.5 25.9 28.7 32.1

Freouencv ofoure cable (Hz) t0.16 10.94 tt.72 12.5 13. l3
Freouencv of cable-TMD (Hz) 9.84 t0.47 I1.09 I 1.88 t2.5

Case Number ) J 4 5 6 7

Experiment
Cases

No
damper

TMD only
Passive
la= 0A)

A:0.05A* a=0.104 a:0.154 a:0.204

* Meaning that the TMD-MR damper is attached to cable with a current of 0.054.
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same when the current changes from 0.054 to 0.204. This observation verifies that larger

current in the MR damper dóes not guarantee better vibration control effect for the cable.

This phenomenon is due to several reasons. Firstly, when the excitation frequency is

away from the cable frequency and the TMD-MR damper frequency, the cabþ vibration

is small so that the contiol efiect of TMD-MR damper is also small. Secondly, a larger

current in the MR damper will increase the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper so

that the stifftress change effect of the TMD-MR damper, which enlarges the cable

vibration in these cases,-is larger than the reduction effect due to its increase in damping.
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When the excitation frequency reaches 7Hz that is close to the TMD frequency,

significant vibration is observed in the damper. When the excitation frequency reaches

8Hz, the most noticeable reduction of vibration is the TMD only case (Case 2). In this

case, the cable vibration is reduced to ITYI of that of the passive cable-TMD-MR case

(Case 3). The TMD damper vibration in Case 2 is also less than that of Case 3. This is

because the TMD natural frequency is very close to the excitation frequency and the

TMD damper achieves its optimal vibration reduction effect. With this excitation

frequency, the cable vibration increases slightly with the increase of the MR damper

current until the current reaches 0.154. The TMD-MR damper vibration reduces from 0A

to 0-10.4 and increases a little from 0.104 to 0.204.

In all the above cases, the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural

frequency so that the cable vibration is not very large even if there is no supplemental

damper. When the excitation frequency reaches 9Hz or l}Hz, the pure cable vibration is

about I or 2-order larger than that with excitation frequency away from the cable natural

frequency. The effect of the TMD-MR damper becomes obvious in these resonant

vibration cases. The vibration of the cable for the passive TMD-MR damper case (Case 3)

is close to that of TMD only case (Case 2) and much smaller than that of pure cable case

without dampers (Case 1). Increase of the current from 0A to 0.054 leads to a smaller

cable vibration, from 0.054 to 0.104 leads to a little larger cable vibration and from
0.104 to 0.204 leads to an almost constant cable vibration. Comparing these 9Hz and

10Hz cases with those of 5Hz and 6Hz, we can observe that the current in the MR
damper corresponding to the best reduction effect increase from 0A to 0.05A and the

current corresponding to the beginning of saturation increases from 0.054 to 0.104. This
observation shows that TMD-MR damper is more suitable for reducing large cable

vibration.

From the previous discussions, some observations are summarized below.

1) Effect of excitation frequency

The relationships among the natural frequencies of the cable, the TMD-MR
damper, and the excitation forces will affect the cable response significantly. When the

excitation frequency is away from that of the cable and the TMD-MR damper, the cable

vibration is not large, and the TMD-MR damper will reduce the cable vibration mainly
depending on the MR component with two effects - providing additional damping and

stiffness. When the MR component is in its passive mode, it provides damping and very
small additional stiffrress. However, when the current in the MR component increases,

the stiffrress and so the natural frequency of the TMD-MR damper changes, and so does

the cable natural frequency. This change may cause the cable to vibrate more since the

stiffrress change effect may be larger than the increased damping effect. That may help to
explain the observation that the cable vibration reduction effect gets worse with an

increased current in Fig. 25. Therefore, when the vibration is small, the TMD-MR
damper should be set to its passive mode.
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When the excitation frequency is close to the TMD-MR damper while still away

from the cable frequency, the cable vibration will be damped out mainly due to the TMD
component. However, the vibration of the TMD-MR damper may still hard to tell
because of the following reasons. On one hand, the vibration of TMD-MR should be

larger because it absorbs the cable vibration energy, while on the other hand, the

vibration of TMD-MR damper would be small because the MR damper can dissipate

energy. The actual vibration of the TMD-MR damper depends on the balance of these

two effects. When the excitation frequency is close to cable natural frequency, both the
TMD component and the MR component of the TMD-MR damper system can work
efficiently so that the vibrations of both the cable and the TMD-MR are reduced.

2) TMD component versus MR component of TMD-MR system

The observation of test results suggests that the TMD-MR natural frequency
should be tuned to the natural frequency of the cable. As a result, when the excitation
frequency is away from the cable natural frequency, the cable itself will not vibrate much
and MR component with small current will be enough to reduce the vibration. When the
excitation frequency is close to the cable natural frequency, which is also the same as the
TMD-MR natural frequency, the TMD component of the TMD-MR damper will reduce
the cable vibration much while the vibration will be transferred to the TMD-MR damper,
which should be dissipated by MR component with a relatively larger current. This is the
idea situation. However, in the practical situation, the TMD component cannot be tuned
exactly the same as the natural frequency of the cable because the cable natural frequency
may change due to various reasons such as deterioration. Also, when the excitation has a
wide frequency range and the TMD component cannot be efficient for such a wide
frequency range, the MR component should take more responsibility and help tune the
TMD-MR natural frequency.

The plot of RMS (Root Mean Square) of acceleration time history leads to the
same observation as that of the maximum acceleration in Fig. 25. The plots of RMS are
given in Appendix E.
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Future Work and lmPlementation

The resea¡ch group believes that the proposed TMD-MR damper system should

be developed furtherio a practical product after the experimental verification and more

work neeãs to be done to achieve this goal. This includes a detailed design and

manufacturing of a prototype TMD-MR damper, application and evaluation of the

proposed damper in the field, as well as corroboration of the research results'

TMD-MR Damper Design and Fabrication Consideration

As stated earlier, the TMD-MR damper has two important components to

collaborate each other. The required spring constant should be relatively small and

fatigue concern should be taken into account since the cable vibration is a frequent

phelromenon. MR damper needs a good balance of those parameters discussed in

Appendix C. Leaking problem, which is a big problem when the investigation group

manufactures the MR damper, should not be a problem for 4 professional manufacturer.

Thus, it is more appropriate to cooperate with Lord Corporation or other manufacturer of
MR dampers, to reduce the manufacturing cost.

Field Verification

It is proposed that further research work should be carried out to veriff the

effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper system in controlling one or more cable vibrations

in the field. Several cable-stayed bridges have been monitored, measured and evaluated

recently with different retrofit method in Alabama and Texas. It should be a good chance

to veriff the effectiveness of the TMD-MR damper system.

Corroboration of Resea rch Findings

A large impediment to adopting new techniques is that practicing engineers are

not readily exposed to the information. So the investigation group pays much attention to

disseminate the research results. A presentation was made in the 17th ASCE Engineering

Mechanics Conference at Delaware University, June 2004. A poster was shown in the

Economic Development Assistantship demonstration hosted by Louisiana State

University and the Department of Economic Development of Louisiana. Two more

abstracts have been submitted to conferences and three journal papers are under review.

A website at http://www.cee.lsu.edu/-caiiwwj.htm is under construction to introduce the

research.
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Summary and Conclusion

The concept of an adjustable TMD-MR damper system is designed to help reduce

the cable vibration and thã reduction effect is discussed theoretically and verified

experimentally. From the investigation of individual MR dampers, cable dynamics with

and without TMD-MR damper, ieveral suggestions and conclusions can be obtained as

follows.

affect the ouþut damping force of MR dampers to different extents. With the

increase of crirrent, *tri"tt means the increase of the magnetic field, the output

damping force increases accordingly. The maximum output damping force is

ahóst ã piecewise linear function of the provided current. Loading frequency does

not affect the ouþut damping force much, especially when the current is high.

Different loading waves (ixCitations) affect the output damping force, and the

shape of the displacement-force curves. Therefore, attention must be paid when the

disilacement-force curve is used, for example, in a time history analysis'
' Temperatures affect the ouþut damping force in a modest way'

the frequencies obtained from theoretical calculation are reasonably close to the

corresponding value obtained from experiments.

the cable vibration effectively, regardless of free vibration or forced vibration. MR

damper can provide considerable damping even when it is in its passive mode.

Genàraily speaking, the reduction effect of MR damper increases with the increase

of current èspecially in the resonant and forced vibrations, but some saturation

effect is observed. It is most effective for the resonant vibration case. When the

external loading frequency is away from the resonant frequency o¡ when the

vibration is small, thé reduction become less effective. With the installation of the

MR damper, the frequency of the cable-MR system becomes larger than pure cable

frequency.

pro".s. Some factors even contradict each other. Balance should be made to

design a good MR damPer.

damping will be affected by the damper location, TMD-MR damping, frequency

ratio between the TMD-MR damper and the cable. Based on the theoretical

analysis, for the first mode vibration, the TMD-MR damper is most effective when

it is in the mid-span of the cable; the reduction effect increases linearly with the

increase of the TMD-MR damPing.
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achieve the best effect of the TMD-MR damper on the cable vibration reduction, it

is recommended that the natural frequency of the TMD-MR be close to that of the

cable. When the excitation frequency is away from the cable natural frequency, the

MR component will contribute mainly as providing an additional damping and the

TMD-MR should be set in the passive mode. In those non-resonant or small

vibration cases, the excitation force is too small to overcome the viscous or friction

force and increasing the current of the MR damper will tend to lock the damper's

movement and thus deteriorate the damping effects. When the excitation frequency

is close to the cable natural frequency, the TMD component will contribute mainly

by hansferring the vibration energy from the cable to the damper and the MR

cómponent will work as providing an additional damping and changing natural

frequency of TM-MR damPer as well.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Some Experimental Results of lndividual MR
Dampers
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Resulfs of MR RD'1097'01
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Appendix B: Some More Experimental Results of Gable-MR

System of Forced Vibration
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Appendix G: Details for Adjustable TMD-MR Damper Design

As stated previously, MR damper design consists of two steps: geometry design

and magnetic circuit design. Lord Corporation Engineering Note (1999) provides much

information about the desìgn procedure. The main process is summarized and the detailed

design and analysis done by the investigation group are provided here for reference.

Geometry Design

Most MR dampers used in civil engineering are pressure driven flow mode

though some other typès are applied in other areas. Fig. C-l shows an actual pressure

driven flow damper and its magnetic circuit.

According to fluid dynamics analysis (Yang 2001), the pressure drop developed

in the pressure driven flow mode is assumed as the sum of a viscous component LP, and

a field dependent induced yield stress component AP,. Therefore, the pressure drop can

be expressed as:

Lp= Lpn+M, = 
t'.Lr?! *":t (c-1)'g'wg

In Eq. (C-1), Q is the volumetric flow rate while c is a constant mainly

determined by the ratioAP" lLP,t.It is chosen as 2'5 in the primary TMD-MR system

design in the present studY.

The minimum active fluid volume V and dynamic range )" are introduced to get

some insight of the parameter variation. The former is the volume of MR fluid exposed to

the magnelic field and thus is responsible in providing the desired MR effect. The latter is

defined as the ratio between a controllable component and an uncont¡ollable component.

After some simplifications, the following equation can be derived:

Fig. C-l: Actual Pressure Driven Flow MR Fluid Damper
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In Eq. (C-2), É is a constant and V = Lwg is the necessary active fluid volume in

order to achieve the desired control ratio )" at a required controllable mechanical power

level W} = QAP,. Also, the following equations can be obtained.

r =K4Y.w,

k =12/ c2 , 1= LP,lM, , ,ilg2 =?r;r^n

B "4"F¿_ J J

"A,

(c-2)

(c-3)

(c-s)

Eqs. (C-2) and (C-3) provide geometric constrains for MR devices based on MR
fluid properties and the desired ratio or dynamic range. If the required parameters such as

the mechanical power level, the desired control ratio, the volumetric flow rate and the
material properties are specified, the dimension of the MR damper can be calculated by
using the corresponding equations. Maybe the existing deçign method can be improved
by using ouþut damping force as a required parameter directly, but the discussion of the
optimal design method is out of the scope of this investigation.

MR Damper Magnetic Circuit Design

The objective of the magnetic circuit design is to determine necessary amp-turns
(NI) to provide a sufficient magnetic field for MR fluid. Therefore, the magnetic circuit
design is also important for MR dampers. An optimal design of the magnetic circuit
requires maximizing the magnetic field energy in the fluid gap while minimize the energy
lost in steel flux conduit and regions of non-working areas. Low carbon steel, which has

high magnetic permeability and saturation, is used as a magnetic flux conduit to guide
and focus magnetic flux into the fluid gap.

The typical design process for a magnetic circuit is:

(l) Choose a desired yield stress ro, and determine the corresponding magnetic induction

B, inthe MR fluid from Fig. C-2(a).

(2) Determine the magnetic field intensi$ H ¡ in the MR fluid from Fig. C-2(b).

(3) According to the continuity of magnetic induction flux, we have the following
equation,

@=BrAr=8,4, (c-4)

where A, is the effective pole area including the fringe of magnetic flux and ,{ is the

steel area. Consequently the magnetic induction ,B" in the steel is given by:

(4) Determine the magnetic field intensity H, in the steel, using Fig. C-2(c).

(5) By using Kirchofß's Law of magnetic circuits, the necessary number of amp-turns
CNI) is
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NI=LHl,=HÍg+H,L
i

(c-6)

Other effects should also be considered during the circuit design process, such as

non-linear magnetic properties of the MR fluid and steel, possible losses at the junctions

and boundaries, limits on voltage, current, and inductance, possible inclusion of
permanent magnets for fail-safe operation, and eddy currents. However, those factors are

out of the scope of this study.

Pressure Driven Flow Damper Design

Based on the cable experimental data obtained previously and the fluid material
property of MRF-336AG provided by Lord Corporation, we assume the required
parameters to match the cable as,

Table C-l: Assumed Design Parameter

Assume that the active pressure drop area Ao is about 60 mm2, then the

demanded pressure drop is determined as,

L,P" = 50Nf 60mm2 = 800000pa (C-7)

Assume the cable frequency is about 4Hz, and the amplitude of cable vibration is
about 1 mm, then the maximum volumetric flow ¡ate is about,

e^ * = 2rfaAp = 2x3.14159x4xlx 60 * l500mm3 I s (C-8)

So, the minimum active fluid volume V can be calculated as,

v = tctfr).arc,Q^u* = # "(.*=") x 10 x 800000 x 1500 = 45'5mm3 (c-e)

Using Eq. (C-3), we get,

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Maximum force -50 N Minimum force -5N
Dynamic range l0 Outer Diameter (dr) 20 mm

Yield Stress 45000 pa Viscosity 4-8 pa. s

Magnetic induction 0.75 T Cable frequency l-l0Hz
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wsz =P,.[,tl,. rxe^u*
c \tr)

=12 *f-llxroxlsoo=6.4 (c-ro)
2.5 [45000/

Followed the procedure explained eaflier, we obtain,

g =0.36mm ,L =2.5mm (c-l r)

From Fig. C-3, the magnetic field intensity is 175 kAmp/m for the assumed value

ry = 45000pa. According to Eqs. (C-5) and (C-6), we can finally determine that the

necessary number of amp-turns (lü) is about 90. Consequently, if the maximum current

provided to the MR damper is 0.5 ampere, then the turn number can be determined as

1 80.

150 200 300

H (kAmp/m)

Fig. C-3: Yield Stress Versus Magnetic Field Intensity of MRF-334G
(CourtesY of www.lord.com)

Following the procedure explained above, all the parameters for the primary

geometry and mãgnetic circuit design can be obtained. Nevertheless, if we want to have

an optimäl design,le need to know the relationships between the variations of the design

parameters and those assumed parameters in Table C-1. Table C-2 gives the changing

rule of these parameters. In this table, / is the corresponding cable vibration frequency

and d means the interval for magnetic coil winding. All the other variables are defined
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before. In the table below, the symbols "J", "++" and "f" mean that the corresponding

value will decrease, remain unchanged, and increase, respectively.

Table C-2: Variety Rule for MR Design Parameter

V ûÞ L N F, F4 f
¡P' t I e i € J J €

Q**1 i J J J <+ e I

)"1 I J J I €+ 1
I

dtl € 1 1 1 I t 1

Trl 1 1 1 1 e e

ry1 t t J J e J

d1 I <--+ e T e e

t1 € J J J 1 1 I

rql e +-t e 1 1 1 J
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Appendix D: Theoretical solution of cable-TMD-MR System

Cable Dynamics

There are a large amormt of literatures discussing cable static and dynamic

problems. By 1788, Lagrange and others had obtained solutions of varying degrees of
completenes for the vibratiõns of an inextensible, massless string with hung on weights

and fixed ends. These supplementary weights need a discretization model of the cable

continugm- In 1820, Poison proposed a set of general partial differential equations of the

motion of a cable element under the action of a general force system. However, apart

from Lagrange's work on the equivalent discrete system, solutions for the sagging cable

*.re unk rown at that time (Starossek, 1994). Routh (1955) gave exact solutions for an

inextensible sagging cable. Before 1970s, there was no explanation on the- obvious

discrepancy be¡veen the theories ofan inextensible sagging cable and a taut cable. Irvine

a.td iaughey (I97$ revealed an extensive comprehension of the linear theory of free

vibrationi of a rigidly supported horizontal cable with a ratio of sag to span from

approximately 1:8 or i.s. Úittt a parameter representing the geometry and elasticity of
tñð cable 1rnáer consideration, they pointed out that if the elasticity is considered, the

discrepancy could be explained. Later on, Irvine extended the theory to inclined cables by

negleðting-the weight component parallel to the cable chord (Irvine 1978). Triantafllou
(1t84) derived a more precise asymptotic solution for small-sag, inclined, elastic cables.

Ì{e demonstrated that inclined cables have different properties so that the horizontal cable

results can't be simply extended. Nevertheless, validity of Irvine's theory was confirmed

for a wide range of parameters.

Based on the previous extensive investigation on cable dynamics, Main and Johns

(2002a,2002b) discussed a horizontal cable with a viscous damper. In their investigation,

they assume that the tension in the cable is large compared to its weight, bending stiffrress

and intrinsic damping of cable are negligible, and deflections are small. Following his

procedure, some theoretical discussion will also be carried out in this investigation.

Theoretical Derivation

As stated previously, the equation of motion of the cable-TMD-MR system can be

expressed as:

(D-1)

Traditionally, variable separation method is used to solve Eq. (D-1), which means

the solution is assumed to have the following form:

(D-2)

, ô2 v r (x_o,t) _ *ô2 
v o (x^r,t)

' axi ôt2

vo(x,r) =Vr(xo)e"
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where s is a dimensionless eigenvalue that is complex in general, while Vo istbe mode

shape of the cable vibration. Substituting Eq. (D-2) into Eq. (D-l) yields the following
ordinary differential equations:

(D-3)

From the boundary conditions, we have,

vo(0,r)=0,k=1,2 (D-4)

From the continuity of the cable at the conjunction point of the two segments, we
have,

vr(l,r)=vr(l,t)=y(T) (D-5)

which means though the amplitude of the damper y vanes with time, the cable deflection
is continuous for the two segments.

V/ith these boundary and continuity conditions, the cable displacement can be
expressed as,

ry=(er)'vo

vo(xo,r)=yG)YÐ' ' ' sinh(aslolL)
(D-6)

Also, considering the vertical equilibrium condition at the hang-on point of the
TMD-MR damper, we have,

(D-7)

On the other hand, from the equilibrium of the damper system itself, we have,

K(u,|,,=,, -v)+rr+1,,=,,-*r-r4=o (D-8)

where, v, is the vertical displacement of the TMD-MR damper system and K , C and

M are stiffrress, damping coefficient and mass of the damper system, separately.

Since only the steady-state response is taken into account, it is reasonable to
assume that the damper system has the same vibration pattern with the cable where it
hangs on. According to this assumption, the displacement of the damper system can be
expressed as,

(D-e)
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where constant B is the amplitude ratio between the damper and conesponding cable

point.

FromEq. (D-g), and also denote K = Mú and c =2Mú)¿€,we can express /
as:

^ l+2€ø
P =¡;¡**ry (D-10)

in which, ø, is the natural frequency of the damper, f, is the damping ratio, and p = I
@d

can be viewed as a ratio between the cable frequency and the damper frequency.

Substituting B into Eq. (D-9) and then into Eq. (D-7)' we have:

coth(+) + coth(+). î # fifu = o (D-11)

From this transcendental equation, s can be obtained if the cable and damper

parameters are specified.

Usually, the complex value s can be expressed as the sum of its real part and its

imaginary part as:
(D-12)s,=or+i9,

where the subscript i corresponding to the i th mode. o, and qi aÍe both real values, and

j = J-t. The system damping is defined as,

Treating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (D-11) separately, we can obtain:

ç = 1$+t)-'''oi

sitth(2xo,l,l L) * sinh(2ro,lr l L)

"*hçZ.oo,l, 
I L) - cos(2nç,lrl Z) ' cosh(Zno,l, I L) - cos(2x9,1, I L)

- o,o(26pt)+rp,'o,'(46pt)+rp,o(2€pt) r-o
(l+Z(po, + p2o,2 - p'Q,')' + (26pç, +2pzrp,o,)''

(D-13)

(D-14)

ttM,o, + o,' 146p¡ + o,3 (p2 + 4€' p' ) + 9,2 o,(p2 + 4€2 p2 )

-t 

' ' ' -'

r*' ç * z6po, + p' o,' - p' q,' )' + (26pç, + 2 p2 g,o,)2
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-2sin(2nrp,lr/L)cosh(2tro,l,lL)-2sin(2trrp,lrlL)cosh(2no,lrlL)+Zsin(2/rq) *
(co;sh(2no,l, I L) - cas(2rç J r/ Z))(cosh(2 no,l, I L) - cos(2ng,l, I L))

nMrp,+ep,o,(46p)+rp,o,3(46p-4€p3)+rp,zo,2(462p2-p2)+cp,3(4É2p'-p2)-n
Lm ¡t -"

(D-1s)

These equations are solved numerically and some of the results have been discussed

earlier in the text.
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Appendix
System

E: Some More Experimentat Results of Gable-TMD-MR
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Fig. E-l: RMS Acceleration of cable-TMD-MR System under Different
Experiment Setup (a) Cable, (b) TMD-MR
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